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It's time to graduate P 8

Warrior '9' win conference title
By CHUCK FREDERICK

Sports Editor

For seasoned veterans of the
Winona State University baseball
team, winning the Northern Intercollegiate Conference championship is becoming old hat.
By winning three of four games
at Loughrey Field last weekend
over Bemidji State University the
Warriors nabbed their fifth straight
NIC title with a 13-5 NIC record.
"It's nice to keep that (streak) go-

ing, I guess," first baseman Scott
Wanshura said.
The Warriors clinched the title
Friday by sweeping the first two
games of the four-game homestand, 10-9 and 5-2.
In Saturday's opening game the
Warriors made the streak three
straight against the Beavers by
winning 6-2. They dropped game
two 4-3.
Senior co-captain Chris Shimek
said he was happy about winning

See related story
on page 10
it all again.
"Our hitting definitely helped us
all year long," he said. But to win
these games at the end like we did,
our pitching had to come around
and it did."
In Friday's two-game sweep the

Warriors were led by the pitching
performance of right-handed ace
John Costello.,
He pitched seven strong innings
in game two to earn the win. In
game one he made a rare relief
appearence.
He came in with one out and a
runner on first in the top of the
seventh, and answered the call by
striking out a batter and picking the
runner off first to end the game.
He picked up right where he left

off by striking out the side in the
first game of the nightcap. He fanned nine on the day.
Costello was hit hard only three
times. In the fourth inning he gave
up two doubles and in the fifth a
solo home run.
On Saturday the Warriors were
led offensively by catcher Dan
Galvin who went 2-2 in game one
and first baseman Scott Wanshura
who was 2-4 in game two with two
RBIs.

Elections ratified
despite violations
Meeting blemished by confusion, yelling
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

Last week's Winona State University student senate meeting was anything but
boring.
"I thought this was going to be a boring
meeting," Sarah Macklin, sophomore
senator, said, "but here you go—this is the
true senate."
Vice president Linda Bobo asked, "Can
I scream?" while one of the senior senators,
Bob Basch did.
"Point of order," Basch yelled at 4:40
p.m. just before senate president, Jim
Traeger said, "Could I have some order. I'd
hate to see this senate on a river."
Senators at last Wednesday's meeting
lost control and ratified an election that
violated three election bylaws.
"What I did," Jonathan Thoreson,
sophomore senator said, "was use senate
paper and markers to make 11 signs."
Thoreson's action violated two campaign
rules, using senate materials in the student
senate office, election judge Marla Reinardy said.
Another election bylaw states that a hall
director's permission must be sought
before campaign posters are hung in
residence halls. This bylaw was also
violated, but not brought to the attention of
the election judges until ratification day.
Ratification occurs at the second regular
senate meeting following the election, April
26, bylaws state.

Vicki Edwards, sophomore senator, said
during the meeting that fellow senator,
Evan Hartshorn, who is resigning today,
hung campaign posters in Prentiss-Lucas
Hall without approval of Barb Brasket, hall
activity coordinator.
However, Kathy Zimmerman is the the
hall director. Hartshorn is the vice
president-elect.
Zimmerman said she didn't approve the
signs, and didn't even know she was supposed to.
Nancy Rose, Quad director, said she also
thought all political posters could hang
automatically.
Reinardy said all three election judges
didn't know about the residence hall poster
complaint until ratification day. They agreed
it was too late to act on the violation.
"The election is still valid," Reinardy
said. "The violations didn't affect anyone
but one person."
Thoreson was asked to remove his
posters as soon as election judges heard
of his violation, almost two weeks before
voting day.
He said his mistake was unintentional
and he should have been more aware of the
bylaws.
"It was a well conducted election. There
are no grounds for not ratifying it," he said.
Reinardy said, "We did what we felt was
right. We made our decisions. We thought
(the use of senate materials) wouldn't affect the election.
See Senate, page 2

Visiting raises questions
BY CONNIE HEDRINGTON
Winonan Photo By Tim Jacobsen

Jeff Cerise, singer, guitarist and saxophonist for the Twin Cities based band Stickman,
barks out some high energy rock-n-roll last Wednesday in the courtyard. Over 700
students turned out for the concert to soak up sun and music. For more details see
page 8.

Loan payback can be rough
Editor's note: This is the last of a three part
series covering different aspects of borrowing funds to finance an education. This
story deals with a concept labled debt
burden. Debt burden compares student
debt levels with ability to repay loans.
In the first story Higher Education Coordinating Board officials said there has been
a steady increase in debt levels for

Guaranteed Student Loan borrowers, but
it isn't a major problem. An HECB study
also showed borrowing by students attending state universities has been increasing

more slowly than increases in tuition.
Summerized, the second story covered
loan default rates and said the default rate
in the State University System declined
19.3 to 8.1 percent between 1977 and 1983.
Bob Lietzau, financial aid director at
Winona State, told the Winonan the default
rate on GSL's at Winona State is 9.4 percent. This, too, isn't cause for a crisis, the

HECB said.
However, some graduating seniors are
beginning to feel tugs at the purse strings

Asst. News Editor

Recent cohabitation concerns caused
Winona State University to form a committee to review residence hall visitation and
guest policies.
During the committee's first meeting,
Monday, they discussed the current policy
which states that non-residents and offcampus visitors are welcome to visit as
guests but plans should be discussed with
roommates.
Also, overnight guests may stay no
longer than three nights.
Lori Busch,a Sheehan resident assistant,
expressed concern that one roommate may
bring in a guest and the other just leave
without saying anything. She said if a roommate is upset because of guests he or she
should say something.
Others were concerned that the policy
may encourage cohabitation.
"As a citizen I have a right and a respon-

See Burden, page 2 . sibility to look at how our young people are

conducting themselves within a public institution," said Grace Backus, a Winona
citizen and committee member.
However the majority of the committe
was content with the policy, also known as
24-hour visitation.
Modifications or changes to the policy are
being considered and any recommendations will be presented to the InterResidence Hall Council.
The Residence Life Staff has made it
clear that it does not oppose 24-hour visitation. Safety and security of the residents remains the top priority.
Both private and public institutions have
a variety of restrictive visitation policies. The
most common is 24-hour visitation.
According to the Housing and Residential Life department at Winona State, the
residential life program must provide individual and group educational and
developmental opportunities. The program

See Visitors, Page 2
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Burden
Continued from page 1
because within six months of
graduation they have to repay their
loans, which may be a burden.

By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

If you ask Diane Ryks, a
business administration major, and
R.J. Cieminski, music education
major, what they have in common,
"debts" would be a likely
response.
They are two graduating seniors
who have borrowed money through
the Guaranteed Student Loan program to help finance their education and who have to start paying
the money back by Christmas next
year. Yet, they are unsure if their
jobs will yield enough money to
make the monthly payments and
support their lifestyle.
Comparing debt levels to ability
to repay hasn't been investigated
by the Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board but may be in
the future. "Debt burden is a major concern of the HECB," said Phil
Lewinstein, director of information,
"but analyzing how much money
students borrow compared to their
income is a tough job."
_ There was one study though.

Senate
Continued from page 1
Thoreson was one of four candidates running for six positions.
Hartshorn's resignation isn't the
result of an election violation but "a
way to end an internal battle of
childish wills," he said.
He said senate is torn over the
Black Cultural Awarness grievance
brought against three senators who
scribbled racist remarks on the
cover of the April 13 issue of Time
magazine.

Results from a New England
Student Loan Survey on "The Impact of Student Loans on Borrowers: Consumption Patterns and
Attitudes Towards Repayment," in
January said, "...fully half of the
former students repaying their
loans feel little or no burden.
Moreover, nearly 70 percent of all
borrowers believe the educational
benefits are worth the monthly
payments they make."
The survey, a study of 2,000 borrowers under the GSL program,
showed 30 percent feel loan
payments are a burden but the actual behavior of that percentage
shows over half of them owing a
brand new vehicle.
"America is a nation that borrows its way through higher education,"said Robert Carothers,State
University System chancellor.
Lewinstein said most students
leave school with a reasonable
burden. "Not many have a debt
over $7,500," he said.
According to the east coast
survey, "The average total amount
of student loan debt is about
$7,300. Over 40 percent of the
respondents accumulated about
$7,500, putting them in a category
where they might be expected to
experience repayment problems.
Mari Maroushek, student loan
See Burden, page 3

also having the same restrictions

Visitors
Continued from page 1
must promote and demonstrate
responsible social behavior, such
as nonexploitive and nondiscriminatory racial and sexual
relationships.
Thus, restrictive policies must be
enforced.
"A policy is only as good as the
enforcement of it," said John
Ferden, director of housing.
The committee considered such
ideas as having guests sign in and

for the women's dorms and the
men's dorms, as well as those
which are co-ed.
Currently co-ed halls are less
restrictive on the escort policy. In
the past the policies were much
more strict.
The guest policy was enacted to
encourage students to live on campus Residence hall populations
deo'reased at such an amount during the late 60s and early 70s that
one hall had to be ciosed.
The committee plans to meet
again May 16. By selecting the
agreed upon idea or suggestion the

committee hopes to make a recommendation to IRHC by June 1st.
Other members of the committee

include a student residing in Conway, Lisa Ott; two from PrentissLucas, Jim Burk and Jill Cummins;
two residents of Sheehan, Terry
Pawlowski and Heidi Heidlauf; and
Bechel, residing in
Bill

Morey/Shepard. Also in attendence
was Sarah Macklin, student
senator, Lori Busch of the Sheehan
staff, Barb Brasket of the PrentissLucas staff, and Randy Michaels,
president of the Quad.

Congratulations
Resident hall floors with highest GPA:
Richards Hall - second floor
Conway Hall - first and second

Budweiser
Leisure Time Activities.
What's wrong with this picture?
One of these guys is not a Genuine Bud Man. Can you gueK which one?

Puzzles and Beer! we've cut up this familiar beverage
label into seven pieces. See if you can fit the pieces back together so
that they can reveal the name of this popular product

Hartshorn said the incident has
caused feelings of in the
senate office.
The presence of over 15
Limelight workers also kept the
meeting colorful.
Limelight is Winona State
University's non-alcohol pub. The
group asked senate for $280 to
replace 40 stolen records. They
were allocated $400 after the
original motion was amended.
Pub manager, Craig Stoxen said
about $300 worth of albums were
stolen from a storage closet with a
faulty lock in lower Kryzsko
Commons.

BUD'S
FOR
YOU:

`Pregnant?
and afraid?

There Is a friend who cares.

irthright
452-2421
free, pregnancy test

free confidential help

11111111VarAigar

St. Martin's Lutheran
328 E. Broadway
Office 452-6928
Saturday services 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Adult Education Hour 9:15
Pastor Ronald Dommer
Pastor Michael Fox

COUNSELING AVAILABLE
LC — MS Congregation

Graduation Announcements
Are Now Available

JOSTENS
ENS

In The Bookstore
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Continued from page 2

coordinator at Merrchants Bank in Winona said the
average monthly payment is $60.68 and the minimum payment is $50 per month.
She said if a student had a $7,000 loan out at 8 percent
interest, repayment would be set up as $84.92 for 420
months. A $5,000 loan could be repayed in 120 months
or 10 years at $60.66 a month.
As indebtedness grows, it's important for the HECB to
come up with alternatives to loan repayment.
The idea of tying repayment to income isn't a new one.
Graduate students who are Minnesota residents can apply
for the Graduated Repayment Income Protection program,
a state program that was started about a year ago, Lewinstein said. However, the program only applies to students
in vet medicine, medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, optometry,
and chiropractic medicine.
He said the HECB is currently deciding the feasibility
of extending the option to other graduate programs.
Only 20 are involved right now, Lewinstein said, but
there are about 70 applicants for next year. The GRIP program helps students pay their loans by setting up a deal
with the HECB.
Because these fields have a low income and a repayment rate more than 10 percent of that income, students
can pay the HECB a lower amount and then HECB pays
the lender.

/./

-Z/3f0:42

• /

•

See Burden, page 9
Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke
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Travis Sobeck, 217 E. 3rd St., and freshman Erika Lewis play a game of Frisbee® in Lake' Winona Thursday.

New program offers advantages
By RANDY JOHNSON

your Graduation Party •
Invite your Mom & Dad
Please call to make your
reservations: Yesterday's
Dining Room
(507) 452-5460

Staff Writer

Ambitious Winona State University graduates now have a com
petitive advantage in the job
market thanks to a newly-approved
Management Information Systems
program and unique computer
resources.
"Corporate MIS departments are
just begging for MIS majors," said
Gerald Cichanowski, head of the
Computer Science Department at
Winona State.
MIS involves using computers to
process information that helps

GRADUATING
SENIORS:

Best In Town
85 °I Lean
Ground Beef

1 39

50 FREE
CUPS

between you and what's
going on.

2 /$1

SAVE $ 3.00 when
you order 24 hours
in advance.
Miller High Life Blatz
Miller Lite
Coors
Schmidt
Schmidt Light Pabst
•
Lowenbrau
Coors Light
rimill.10111.111.1111111111111111111111M 0

I

See MIS, page 6

Road Hard .. June 28
Union Station . .June 29, 30 & July 1
Trouble Shooter .. July 2
Park Street July 3, 4

Other events:
Waterski Show
Softball Tournament
Rivertown Renaissance
Bicycle Race
Road Race

5
'OFFER EXPIRES:
I

The shortest distance

59 6°12
cans

$

prototype of future academic
offerings.
The requirements of the program
are based on a survey of 32 different MIS or MIS-equivalent programs now offered in American colleges and universities.
The best of those programs has
been woven into the fabric of the
Winona State offering.
It's a profitable program if job
availability is any indication.
Interviews' with IBM, General
Mills, 3M and IDS revealed a con-

Eat here or Call
for Quick Carry out

LA CROIX Made from 80 -/„Lean G.B.
Mineral Water Cheese Burgers

lb.
$
HAVING A PARTY?
We now offer cold
KEG BEER and we
are open 7 days
a week.
1/2 or 1/4 BARRELS

NANNY
$150-250 / wk

Winonan

Please Recycle

unique in the college world.
Douglas Sweetland, Dean of the
College of Business echoed those
sentiments, "What I like best about
the prograrn wis the joint nature. It
shows a commitment by faculty to
serve student demands."
Sweetland said six departmentsComputer Science, Management
and Marketing, Accounting,
Economics/Finance, Mathematics
and Business Educationcooperated in the development of
the MIS program.
He also said the joint nature of
this program could become the

Steamboat Days 1988
June 28 July 4

Open
6 a.m.
To
Midnight

Westgate
Shopping
Center
Winona, MN

Don't leave Winona
State without getting
a Winonan subscription for next year. Only
$17 a year or $7 per
quarter. Stop by the
Winonan office in
Kryzsko Commons to
sign up.

Do you love and enjoy children? Need a break, $$$$ for
school? Comfortable homes,
carefully screened families
ample free time to explore
Social and educational opportunities of historic New
England. One year commitment required.
Mrs Spang
Child Care Placement Service
121 First St. N
Minneapolis, MN 55401
612-340-1785

business managers make decisions. The field has emerged with
the computerization of all aspects
of business.
The volume of information
generated has become so great
that without the use of computers,
managers would have difficulty
making well-informed and accurate
decisions.
"Prior to 1970, MIS wasn't even
a field," said David Kesler, Winona
State finance instructor.
Cichanowski said Winona
State's program is jointlyadministered, which is relatively

5/7/88

MSMA car show
Grand Parade
.

95

Precision
Cut

'ham

(Reg. 6.95) `

:WINONA MALL

Professional Building 454-6030

I The ONLY Difference is the Price!!
■
L.
IIIMINNII

INIMINIMIIM-MINI

is

sponsored by
the
Winona Area Jaycees
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Editorial
Winonan
Editorial Board
Sarah Tews
Julie Foegen

Photo Editor

Editor in Chief

Chuck Frederick
Sports Editor

Jackie Costa
News Editor

'

Dave Pulk

Columnist

Welcome to...

Minnesota's Moscow
on the Mississippi

Winona State University Student Senate may make state university system history today by declaring itself publisher of the Winonan.
Each university is the publisher of its student newspaper at the
majority of other newspapers within the system.
When this was written, Winona State was still Winonan publisher.
The university probably would have continued in this position
without question if the Winonan agreed to be student senate's public
relation vehicle.
Fortunately it is a newspaper—a watchdog of a government
whose actions, both pleasant and unpleasant, need to be revealed to the public.
However, some members of senate think this ought to change.
At today's senate meeting the public relations committee will
recommend these potential bylaw statements for senate approval:
"The Winona State Student Senate is the official publisher
of the Winonan, for insurance and allocation purposes.
The Winona State Student Senate has no control over the
Winonan editorial content."
It doesn't sound too awful but there's something not right in
government, even if it's "only" student government, being made
publisher of the press, even if it's "only" a student run press.
Do certain members of student senate have to again be reminded of the first amendment? It says freedom of the press, all the press.
There is no clause excluding students.
What would happen if Ronald Reagan and his cabinet not only
ran the government but also decided they should be publisher of
the New York Times?
Reagan probably isn't always happy with the coverage he
receives, and most likely believes he could do a better job, but
respects Americans right to opposing views and complete political
knowledge.
Granted the student senate does allocate the Winonan's money,
but it's Winona State University that gives the senate the power
to allocate fees. Student senate is only the "middle man."
Also, the way the potential bylaw is worded, student senate has
no real control, but who is to say that will continue? The publisher,
as top ranking executive, has control of the money which means
they always have ultimate say.
Not all senate members are pushing to be publisher. However,
to think any are power hungry enough to, if nothing else, tempt future
members to stifle opposing views is outrageous.
It's not just certain stucent senate members who are behind this.
Administrators are involved too. John Kane, vice president of student affairs, said he wants the student media and government to
work together. He feels he is always being placed in the middle.
While noble, this argument seems ridiculous. He is the vice president of student affairs and will ultimately be spokesperson for the
newspaper whether the university or senate is publisher.
Government is a powerful institution, even on a university campus.
The press must be the watchdog of that strong institution to protect the people.
Both should be kept separate so balances, checks and freedoms
are maintained.
No matter what comforting words are said, no matter what stipulations are made, the two should not be joined.
Not theoretically and certainly not in practice.
Look carefully at this week's edition of the Winonan.
It may be the last time you pick up a truly independent student
newspaper at Winona State University.
Julie Foegen
Editor-in-chief 1987-88

Voice your opinion
Editor's note: Attend the student senate meeting today (4 p.m.
in the Purple Rooms). Make sure your freedoms are protected.

Reader's View
Money misspent?
To the Editor:
Students, I thought you might
like to know one of the ways your
money is being spent. A false time
sheet was sent in for the amount
of $100. The individual from the
Winonan involved in the incident
was told that he/she could pocket
$25 and that the $75 left would be
given to the editor of the Winonan.
She in turn would use the $75 to
pay reporters an incentive. Is this
how we want our student activity
money spent?
Also, why wasn't this news item
printed in the Winonan? Is this a

Can't understand
To the Editor:
This is in response to the April
27, 1988 headline, "Incumbent
upset in senate election."
Can you believe it? Only 463
out of 6,193. That leaves 5,730
unaccounted for. Why? Did they
not care, not know, misinformed?
Why did less than 10 percent of
the enrollment at WSU turn out to
vote in the senate elections?
Why didn't the students come
out to vote for the candidates who
"...work so hard for them."

'4)

Jute Foegen
Editor-in-Chief
Jackie Costa
News Editor
Sarah Tews
Photo Editor
Chuck Frederick
Sports Editor
Business Manager Brian Olson
Dave Kroeger
Sales Manager
Asst. News Editor Connie Hedrington
Asst. Photo Editor Tony Dussel
Asst. Sports Editor Tracy Strothers
Jane Harton
Chief Reporter

cover up?
Sincerely,
Debra Kay Leske
Winona State senior senator
Editor's note: 1. The $100 was
never spent and was back in the
Winonan account (all $100)
before the complaint was ever
made.
2. There was no extra money going to reporters.
Reporters would still have
received $50 per quarter (a
Winonan reporter's salary) but instead of one lump sum the pay
would have been issued $5 per
week if the story was handed in
Don't the students care about
those election issues such as, uh,
well, uh...you know, those issues.
Don't the students care about the
new senate constitution? I mean,
didn't anyone hear about it?
I'm a graduating senior. I spend
about 50 hours a week on campus. Sure, I saw the signs, the
banners, the hoopla. But what the
hell is going on? What do 463
people know about that 5,730
don't? For as much time as I
spend on this campus, I heard of
no reasons or stands on issues
that would entice me to go vote.

on deadline.
There are only 10 weeks in the
quarter so the reporter would still
have only received $50.
The original idea was that the
money would be used as an incentive to help reporters make
deadline.
It was not used because of the
paperwork headache keeping
track of the money would have
caused.
3. The issue was a complaint not
a grievance and John Kane, the
Winonan's financial adviser and
vice president of student affairs,
sent the Winonan a letter of reprimand concerning the issue.
So I didn't. And in five years here,
I never have.
Oh and incidentally, I am a
registered voter who keeps up on
media coverage of politics at the
local, county, state, national and
international level. I have voted in
every election I've been able to
since I've been of age. And, I
don't think enough people vote in
those elections either.
Still wondering,
R.J. Cieminski
Senior music education major

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed, composed and published by and for the
students of Winona State University.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent
to it for publication.
Deadline for all ad copy is Thursday 5 p.m. prior to the week of publication. Deadline for all letters
is Friday at noon prior to the week of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $15 annually (29 issues) or
$6 per quarter. Address all correspondence to: The Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona State
University, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 507-457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by, the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating
of All American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
The Winonan is not published during June, July, August, or exam periods.
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Commentary
Off the Wall

Reader's View

.

By
Dave Pulk

Racism still issue
To the Editor:

That's it I'm through
I can't believe it!
It seems the year just started, and it's already time to say goodbye. My long-delayed college career is now over, and next year a
new face will grace this space.
In a year filled with all the usual anxieties, writing "Off the Wall"
has often been my one weekly moment of recreation, relaxation and
reflection. I already miss it.
Although going "Off the Wall" sometimes meant landing flat on
my face, I hope there's been an occassional insight or chuckle.
Maybe even a guffaw or two.
To those of you returning next year I could say, "So long suckers,
'cause I'm bustin' outa here!"
But I won't say that.
Instead, I'll just say goodbye and leave one piece of advice: Get
involved.
I've found the whole college thing is a lot more enjoyable if you
take the time to get involved. The Winonan is always looking for
those interested in the newspaper business, and if you have any
common sense at all, there's always room on the student senate.
With that it's time for me to be movin' on. Now if I could just find
a job.

Thank you WSU students
This is the Winonan's last issue for 1987-88. Your comments and
suggestions have made this year's newspaper exciting. It's you that
made this newspaper a success.
Thank you
Watch for the beginning of the Winonan's 1988-89 season in June.

Bad choice made
To the Editor:
As a student at Winona State
University, I tend to look toward
next year and I ask myself, what
type of year will we have with our
new senate president and vice'
president?
First, let's look at the good
things that the present senate has
accomplished that next year's
senate will get recognition for. •
Chances are that the residence
halls will get cable installed next
year thanks to Jim Traeger's hard
work these past two years.
Traeger has also worked toward
a collegiate soccer program, and
obtaining an adequate parking
situation on campus. This year
the senate added library hours,
extended classes, and changed
the final exam schedule to benefit
the students. There will be NO activity fee increase next year,
thanks to Craig Stoxen's fiscal
responsibility. How fortunate that
next year's students will reap the
benefits from this year's productive and hard-working senate.
Unfortuildiely, not everyul le or

Install machines
To the Editor:
Many thoughtful people at
Winona State University are opposed to having condom
machines in residence halls.
As the mother of a college-age
daughter at Hamline University,
my husband and I know what may
go through a parent's mind.
We have always tried to teach
our daughters (we have an
11-year-old too) that sex outside
of marriage is wrong, and that a

the senate has been pulling their
weight this year.
Larry Lee and Evan Hartshorn
are the most obvious examples of
senators who ride on the coat-tails
of success and jump out from
behind the curtain to take all the
applause. What exactly has Larry
done to deserve the presidency?
As a student who keeps track of
senate events, I can't think of
anything. Larry says he
represents the students in St.
Paul as chairman of legislative affairs. Very noble, but I don't feel
represented by someone who
calls an elected state senator
(Nancy Brataas, IR-Roctester), a
slang term for a female dog just
because she supports the Greater
Rochester • Area University
Center.
Why did 249 people vote for
Larry Lee? His callous and
thoughtless comment, "I didn't
think seniors would be that concerned for underclassmen"shows an inability to be a unifying factor as an officer of the
senate. The problem is that the
people who failed to get out and
vote for the only qualified canmarriage is stronger it both partners have remained chaste.
Sex outsiae 01 marriage can
cause problems, especially today
because of AIDS. The more sexually active one is the greater the
possibility of contracting the
disease.
Young people who take a stand
for- morality•are the lucky ones,
the smart ones.
So, wherever there is premiscuity we must confront that
problem; not the morality problem. Promiscuity won't go away

Initially this letter's purpose was
to answer the incoherent ramblings and accusatory tone of Eric
Barr's statements in the Winonan.
However to focus solely on that
naivete belittles the true issuesracisim aid irresponsible leadership. Neither can be justified, no
matter the' myriad excuses
offered.
Racism stands alone as the
most perverted concept espoused by individuals and groups in
human society today. To hold that
because of color or ethnicity one
is better than another has no
basis, relevance, or allegiance in
an intelligent civilization. Yet unfortunately, it does very definitely exist.
All too often the concepts of
racism are perpetuated by seemingly harmless acts of poor judgement. The Time magazine incident is just that. While no crosses
were burned or individuals lynched, the basic tenets of racism
were hard at work in the defacing
of the magazine cover. Denoting
one's political dislike for Jesse
Jackson in the manner chosen
connotes that the real issue is not
that there is disagreement with
Jackson's politics, but there is disdain for Jackson as a black politician. It suggests that Jackson's
race is the issue, not his political
views. Jesse Jackson may not appeal to all voters in this country,
didate are now walking around in
a numb shock because Larry Lee
actually won.
In the April 20 issue, the
Winonan stated that students are
hungry for an election. If we are
so hungry, why did only 8 percent
of the student population vote? In
the same editorial, the Winonan
accuses the senate of "playing
politics" and coming to the
Winonan for support. How ironic
that the same senate is always
giving the Winonan money for this
or that, and the senate works on
half of the Winonan's budget.
Since the Winonan has zero
credibility left on campus, it's only natural that they should support
an unworthy candidate like Larry
Lee. Do they think that Winoria
State students were born yesterday? It's ridiculous to assume that
Larry Lee was responsible for
raising $7.3 million for unfunded
students, but that's what the
Winonan would like us to believe.
As par for the course, Lee is
also experienced in flip-flop votes.
He supported Evan Hartshorn's
removal from senate on April 6,
then voted him back in on the
because condom machines are
installed.
Promiscuity often is a symptom
of deeper problems. Students of
strong moral fiber won't suddenly become promiscuous because
of condom machines.
However, at times emotions
and desires have greater power
than the best of intentions.
The fact is still the same. When
women goof up and get carried •
away they may get pregnant.
Sometimes nice, moral "girls"
who are good Christians and

but that determination should be
made on his principles and programs. To express a different
view through racial slurs and expressions demonstrates at the
very least intellectual immaturity
and most certainly an inability to
counter political thought with
political thought, but rather with
racial affrontery.
That those involved in this incident were elected representatives
of the student body, who then
tried to downplay its significance
is also disturbing. The senate as
a whole was guilty of providing
tacit approval to racism by not
disciplining those members involved. They should have been
removed from office by the senate
through the means available. The
elected body's desire to "cover
up" the incident smacks of the
political intrigues of their
Washington, D.C. counterparts.
One could only have hoped the
recognition that "the truth will
out" could have been learned
from the lessons of Watergate
and Contragate. Instead WSU's
young solons followed in the
footsteps of their Washington
brethren. Now they must pay the
price-not only those who actually
committed the offense, but all
who chose to look the other way.
The senate's members further
erred in their condemnation of the
media. Why is it that whenever a
politician makes a mistake the
media is at fault for reporting it?
The Winonan did its job. It exposed a nasty perverted story. It
wasn't enjoyable reading, and
13th. Is this the move of a consistant person? Hardly.
Before anyone in the senate
decided to run next year, Lee intimated that he did not plan to attend Winona State in the fall.
Does Lee have a secret agenda?
There is no doubt in my mind that
if Lee or Hartshorn lost the elect
ion, they would quit senate before
May. That's how concerned they
are for Winona State and the
students they pretend to represent. We DO have candidates
who care about the school, but
unfortunately Lee and Hartshorn
were elected.
Remember Mr. WSU contest
runner-up? Wasn't Lee being
racist and sexist by portraying a
black, female singer in his talent
portion (Tina Turner)?
Hartshorn, though intelligent, is
an expert at spreading misinformation and suffers delusions of
grandeur. What have you really
done Hartshorn? You claim to
have had a hand (Crossfire, April
12) in revising the new senate
constitution and in obtaining more
parking space across from
Sheehan Hall. The constitutional
usually act responsibly make
mistakes and get pregnant.
When that happens these are
the common options: quit school,
have a baby, have an abortion,
give up the baby. None are fun.
If a condom machine can prevent any woman from getting hurt
by becoming pregnant, the
machine should be installed in a
sensible location. Residence halls
sound like the way to go.

Sincerely,
Linda Smith
Winona State sophomore

one may surmise not enjoyable to
write. But, a paper's function is to
provide its readers the news, and
this was news however
distasteful. To threaten the
Winonan's staff with lawsuits and
other bilious statements recalls
Richard Nixon's pathetic hounding of the press by the IRS and
FBI. It failed Nixon as it will fail the
senate. The media is a watchdog
for the people. It does force accountability from politicians,
which they seem to lack on their
own. That, like racism, is a sad
commentary on a supposed free
and Democratic society.
As an older, non-traditional student I may not bring more intelligence to class, but I do bring
more experience. More than
twenty years have passed since
I first fully'confronted the vagaries
of racism. I had hoped those
younger than I would have learned from the conflict and confrontation of my generation with these
issues. Some may have, some
obviously have not. Racial graffitti
is racism. Downplaying it
overlooks its insidious aspects.
Reporting its existence is "real
news." Perhaps everyone on
campus can learn lessons in
responsibility and leadership from
this incident. If it can be learned
here before another Watts or Birmingham, something positive will
have been gained from a very
negative event.
Sincerely,
Dennis R. Murphy
Winona State graduate special
student
changes mentioned took place
over a year ago, and there are still
people living in houses across
from Sheehan Hall. Is Hartshorn
just misinformed or does he have
a problem grasping reality? Bring
forward ANYONE to substantiate
your claims and I will retract my
statements. Talk is cheap and I
have yet to hear or see one con- structive project he has taken
upon himself to start or complete.
What have you done for computer
registration? Housing task force?
Parking? Nothing I'm afraid. And
what about responsibility in missing meetings? The truth is that
senate has been a tool of Hartshorn's convenience and tasks
which were assigned to him never
seem to get done.
In retrospect, I have to ask 'Did
the students of Winona State really act in their best interest by
allowing Larry Lee and Evan Hartshorn to preside over the 1988-89
senate?'

Sincerely,
Dave Wagner
Winona Stafe freshman

of

To tne tciitor:
While I appreciate the coverage
of the retent legislative session in
the May 4, 1988, Winonan, I need
to correct one statement. The
Minnesota State University
System did not "receive $40
million for new residence halls
and improved student unions."
Rather, the Legislature authorized the system to sell revenue
bonds up to a limit of $40 million
for such facilities.

Sincerely,
Robert L. Carothers, Chancellor
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Springfest

Chicago art trip

Graduating seniors...

U-PAC's second annual fun
spring fund-raiser takes place at
Lake Park bandshell May 14. Live
music begins at 1:30 p.m. In case
of rain, Springfest will be held at
Kryzsko Commons in the East
Cafeteria.

A weekend trip to Chicago to
visit the Georgia O'Keeffe Centennial Exhibition at the Chicago Art
Institute is being offered. The tour
will travel by Amtrak, departing
from Winona on Friday morning,
May 13, and returning Sunday
evening, May 15.
To obtain a program announcement visit the Adult, Continuing
Education and Extension Department, Somsen Hall 109, WSU or
call 457-5083.

Don't forget to let Winona State
University's alumni office know
your whereabouts.
Keep in touch with your alma
mater by giving your forwarding
address to the Alumni Affairs Office, Somsen Hall 210C, or by
returning the card that will accompany your diploma.
You will receive the alumni news
on a quarterly basis and invitations
to alumni get-togethers on campus
and across the nation.
Contact us for addresses of other
alums wherever you decide to
locate.

WSU-DFL
Winona State Democrats will
hold its last spring meeting 7 p.m.
May 16 in the Purple Rooms.
Four summer meetings will be
arranged.

Guest poet/journalist
visits
James Fenton will appear here
May 11.
— "On Poetry" 1 p.m. Minne
Hall 336
— "What's Wrong with Journalism" 2 p.m. Recital Hall, PAC
— A poetry reading 7:30 p.m.
Recital Hall, PAC
Admission to the events is free
and open to the public.

Employee recognition
The annual employee recognition ceremony at Winona State
University will be held May 20 at
2:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Center Recital Hall.
Employees who have spent 10,
20, 30 years at Winona State or
who are retiring will be honored.

Satori
Pick up Winona State's free
literary magazine filled with
selected short stories, poems,
photos and art after May 19 in the
Smaug, bookstore or third floor
Minne Hall.

Class drop
The last day to drop spring
quater classes is Monday, May
16th.

Speakers needed
The Women's Resource Center
of Winona needs public speakers to
help educate the community about
the issues related to sexual assault
and battering. A free speaker's
training course will take place May
14. Call 452-4440 for more
information.

sistent demand for MIS skills and
background, said Kesler.
Salaries are good too. A survey
of 1984-85 MIS graduates found
the approximate median starting
salary to be $20,000-$22,000.

Sweetland said the MIS program, like the composites
engineering program, would attract
more and higher-quality students to
campus. He described it as a
"good, solid program, tough yet
very beneficial."
Two Winona State students are
expected to graduate this spring
with degrees in MIS.

cd7latairamasw.

LONG
SHORT

on Hair?

on Cash

?

$3.25 cuts it...at the

Winona Tech
COSMETOLOGY CLINIC
HOURS: 9 to 4

Weekdays

454-4646
All work by students
under instructor supervision
On
Homer Road

RUI E S
NOW HIRING.M/ F
Summer & Career opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, --

. CALL NOW:
206-736-0775 Ext.468F

Congratulates

Community Activist

Work for Justice

The 1988 Graduating Seniors and would
like to thank all W.S.U. students for supporting
us this school year. We sincerly appreciate
your business. We look forward to your return
next fall!

Put your ideas into action.
MN COACT is now hiring FT field staff
organizers to work on health care, family
farm and tax reform campaigns. Permanent
positions and summer jobs with excellent
training, travel & career opportunities.,
Gain electoral, political organization and
fundraising experience. Hours are
1:30-10:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday $235$325/week plus excellent berefits. WORK
FOR A DIFFERENCE IN '88.

MN COACT
Moorhead
612-645-1856
Rochester
507-281-1116

Twin Cities
612-645-1856
Duluth
218-628-0391

Part time work also available in Twin
Cities. Call 645-1508
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
wasmaraim--:

Dear Drifter
Happy Trails
Down the Long and
Windy River

"Little River Band"
I'll miss ya!
- Want to Sell
Seleca GT
29,000 mileage, Cruise
control, power steering,
air conditioning & more
454-6138. Abdul

CINE 4

2nd & Main
452-4172

MONDAY
Ladles Allght

TUESDAY
Men, Noghl

S200

S200

All Ladies

All Men

Winner of 9
Academy
Awards!

One Sh'w
:30

-

S200

THE

5

Inn ',no
-

Sam Elliot

Peter Weller

n..

-Ink

WAD Student 1.0.1

LAST EMpEK®P\

, (PG•1 3)

•

THURSDAY
College Nigh!

MICR

0

►

-Nawaalingimiima

•

7:20

9:30
PI

(R)
C T U R E ti

RETURN TO SNOWY RIVER

7:10
9:10

PART 11

thelq;er id cent Inn,

,4th Week!
2nd
SEAN PENN ROBERT DUVALL
Week
7:00

(9:20

COLORS
In the heart of our cities E

CARISCH THEATRES

1

HIGH QUALITY
Furniture for sale to
students. 454-6138
Call anytime and
leave message

004
HOMENE SUPER BUY ,

"---COMON -"al
SUNTAN LOTION
257,OFF
Any Single Bottle
With Coupon
(Limit 1 with coupon)
. Exaires 5-20-88 .4
Plaza quare
New Winona Mall
62 Plaza West 1213 Gilmore Ave.
Downtown
452-7100
454-4000

Stick around for
WSU Summer Session!
General Education Classes
Major /Minor classes
Plus - Special Workshops
Short courses
Tours
Pick up a WSU Summer
Bulletin in Registrars Office
Somsen or Extension Office
Somsen 109.

Make your Summer plans
now!
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Many careers
maintained

It is around 5 p.m. and Phelps
Hall is quiet, but Arthur Noeske is
nearly three hours into his
maintenance shift.
However, quiet does not
describe Noeske's life. Aside from
40 hour weeks in maintenance at
Winona State University, he works
20 hours on a small farm he owns
outside Winona. He cares for six
cows and 33 pigs but the list of activities does not end there.
Noeske is a chief petty officer in
the navel reserves. He teaches in
La Crosse, Wis., once a month and
goes to San Diego 2-3 times annually to work on heavy equipment.

"I enjoy working but I miss the
noises and sounds of Kryzsko
where I started nearly two years
ago," he said.
Noeske still finds time for his two
sons, Paul 7 and Blake 15, and
usually reserves weekend time and
breakfast everyday for his family.
"My son Paul just loves the farm
work and my family does the farm
chores when I go to the navy,"
Noeske said.
Although Noeske's schedule
may sound hectic, he manages it
well. "I work at night but I don't
goof off during the day when I find
a lot of free time to do things."

Art dusts off some notes

Time for feed

Clowning with his son at the kitchen table

Photos and Text by
Tony Dussel

Trying to hand feed a timid cow

A lonely Phelps Hap

1
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Variety
It's been fun down on Main Steet
By JACKIE COSTA

They've learned how to adapt to different
people, how to support each other. They've
Their porch is, like, cool.
learned about the way other people grew up,
So cool in fact that graduating seniors An- and what they'll miss.
drea Jenkins, Angela Jenkins, Jackie Fuller,
And, they're still learning. Their trip to
Ann Duffy and Pam Bill had contests last Cancun this spring allowed them to get to
spring to see how many people would wave know each other better, Duffy said. "We
back to them if waved to.
learned we need a break from each other."
The women at 472 Main St. said of the Bill mentioned that her relationship with Dufhouse they've lived in for two years, "It was fy is different than the one she has with
ugly when we first got here."
Fuller or the one Fuller has with Duffy. "But,
Now it's home.
we've picked up each others habits," she
All five have lived together for three years said.
and have been hanging out on this particular
Andrea said she's learned more outside
porch for two years. Angela Jenkins, the the classroom. They've lived, played and
joker of the group, said, "The house has a cried together.
perfect location especially for me. I don't
Once they had a dishwashing schedule.
have to walk far to campus."
It didn't work. They do have a bathroom
Her twin sister, Andrea, more of an in- schedule—sort of. They know Angela has to
dependent, lives there too. She said, "We shower first, or they'll never get out of the
still fight like sisters but we're more like house. Regardless, "Angela is always the
friends." Angela interrupted, "We've been last one out the door," Fuller said.
friends with a lot of groups of people but
They can play with the best—or maybe it's
we're our own family. All of my best friends party. Fuller said, "We've had some good
live here."
parties in this house. Usually, guests are
"We're like one big same age family," people the quintet knows. One time though,
Fuller, who plays the part of chief inter- some unknown, unwanted guests crashed
rogator, said. the party.
They met each other freshman year and
At the end of the night, actually the next
have since realized they live about an hour morning, their tap and phone were stolen.
away from each other in their hometowns
Duffy says she looks out more for potennear Chicago.
tial problems so carries the VCR remote conThe family of sisters does everything trol in her pocket all night. Just so it can't
together, Bill, who her roommates describe be taken.
as the whiner, said.
But they've cried too. There are as many
They know each other's real family bad memories as good ones. This family has
members. They know when one starts a been to the wedding of Fuller's brother and
sentence how to finish it. They know where lived through the tragedy of a sibling's
everyone is almost all the time. They know death.
when Fuller's home because she slams the "The house was never more quiet as the day
front door, and they know when Andrea is - (one roommate's) sister was killed in a car
coming down the stairs. They study together accident," another roommate said. The acand get similar grades. Andrea, Duffy and cident happened in Chicago during finals
Bill are education majors. last year.
Duffy, a warden type, said they share a
And there's no doubt they'll cry more.
lot of things and can say anything to each Bill said graduation is sad and exciting.
other. "We've had our fights but they're She'll be making money and her life will be
more like family quarrels. Everywhere we go more relaxed. "But, I'll miss my friends the
it's the five of us." most," she said.
It's weird to be alone," Bill whined, "but
Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews
Angela said nothing could ever measure
have lived together at 472 Main St. for it can be fun."
up to this experience. "I'll miss being with
three years.
It's easy to feel at home there.
different people who are the same," she
But there was one woman who didn't said. "We click because we come from the
seem to fit in.
same kind of family. We have the same
At one point last year, each roommate moral background and we think the same."
noticed something was missing—food, Fuller will never forget her roommates.
money, stamps, clothes, whatever. Angela She'll make a point to see them, she said.
said, "We just never suspected each other. She thought living together in Chicago was
We knew it wasn't each other." Her twin said a strong possibility. The others agreed.
they don't keep secrets. There was never any competition in their
Bill said she thinks of her Main St. house house either. Fuller said she was interviewas home and knows that her "sisters" ed for PALS and so was Bill. Bill made it;
wouldn't take things. The five agreed the Fuller didn't. It didn't bother her, she said.
sixth roommate caused most of the fights The education majors had every class
and it wasn't long before she moved out.
See Main, page 9
It was a big learning experience for them.
News Editor

Seniors Andrea Jenkins, Ann Duffy, Pam
Bill, Angela Jenkins and Jackie Fuller

Graduation Information

When: The 128th Winona State University
graduation ceremony will take place May 28 at
10 a.m. McCown Gymnasium
Speaker: Robert Carothers, chancellor of Minnesota State University System

Up and coming band jams at Winona State
By TIM JACOBSEN
Photo Adviser

Energetic, progressive and just good, loud rock-n-roll
describe Stickman's sound, said band member Jeff Cerise
before the concert began at Winona State University last
Wednesday.
Cerise, plays saxophone. and guitar, and sings in the
Twin Cities based band. He said that while a lot of bands
listen to top 40-FM radio to determine the popular style,
Stickman leans more to the side of college radio.
Stickman had been known as the Phones since 1979,
when Cerise and drummer Brad Mattison met lead guitarist
and vocalist Jim Riley at Moorhead State University. The
other member of the band is Paul Herstein on bass guitar.
Cerise said the three started writing their own music and
after a quarter at Moorhead dropped out.:
Cerise said the name was changed about a year ago
because the band made some member changes, a label
change and the indu'stry was changing, so the group decided to do the same.
"It was a brave move for us," Cerise said. "We had to
establish ourselves all over again."
Cerise said the days of the Phones and Moorhead are

"We're tired of Nancy (Reagan) and her trying to turn
the country into a Barbie and Ken lifestyle. The whole
thing is getting pretty antiseptic."
-Cerise

all ancient history. Though their music is still - ' ''remanisant of the past, Cerise said they aren't as high energy
as before. "We've toned it down a bit since tt•en," he.
added.
Never the less, Stickman can still crank out some incredible upbeat powerful music. They proved that to over 700
sun soaking, Frisbee throwing Winona State University
students.
Some students were curious about what they were listening xi:).
Some seemed shocked, others excited and a handful
knew exactly what this groupswas all about—four guys hav-

ing a good time doing what they do.
The band just finished a 16-day tour of 13 concerts.
Cerise said the band labeled the tour the, "Just say yes,
at least once tour," which they adopted from their antiNancy Reagan attitudes.
"We're tired of Nancy and hr- trYinc turn the country
into a Barbie and Ken lifesi ,
thing i
•
pretty antiseptic
The
,e to the top might not be too far away
band it their pcipularity keeps gr(
Their last single, "Crawl, Wall
,•
on
the most requested list in parts-of L, ohlo and some
small communities.
According to Cerise, it has a lot to do with the•sound
of the song. "It's much more radio sounding than the
Phones," he said.
One song off their new album, "Full Swing," will be
featured on a compilation album coming out soon. The
album, "You came along," includes 11 songs from 11
groups that are currently on the Penguium Records label.
Cerise said the band will concentrate on their new album
in May. They will perform at Moorhead State University
later this month to promote the album.
:
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Burden
Continued from page 3

Other options include loan consolidation programs, he said.
Survey responses indicate high
monthly payments don't have "any
significant impact on the actual
consumption patterns of borrowers." Perceptions of burden-

some loan payment isn't affecting
the ability of repayers to enjoy the
same luxuries conterparts without
high loan payments have.
"Concern over student debt is
rooted in the reality of sizeable
number or graduates who feel unduly burdened by their debts. But
the hardship perceived by most of
these borrowers is not reflected in
their consumption patterns," the
study reported.

Lewinstein said results of debt
burden studies show contradictions from what repayers say and
what they do.
Together Rykes and Ciemenski
owe over $11,000. Rykes also
needs to pay about $9,000 for her
car. She said she hopes to work in
the Twin Cities where the cost of
living is higher and entry level
salary is low. She said, "It will take
awhile," but it shouldn't be a
problem.
Ciemenski said, "I won't ever be
on easy street but I'll get by. It's
hard to live on a starting teacher's
pay. I won't buy a new car or live
in the best apartment, but I'll make
it."

Summer Camp Jobs

Thanks for a
Good Year!
Have a good
summer!
Open Daily
4:00 p.m.
452-1234

Metro Area Camp for
people with disable persons
has opening for summer
staff positions. Counselors
program and waterfront
positions available. Call
612-874-6650 for more
information.

Dining Room Special

/2 Chicken
dark meat 2.75

Main

_
N ew season coming
By JANE HARTON
Chief Reporter

If you're tired of being yourself,
volunteer to become someone else
this summer with the Winona Community Theater.
"We always need volunteers, not
just for production, but also for
auditions for roles," said Kathy
Mahlke, WCT board member.
WCT puts on four plays during
the summer. Three are performed
in the Performing Arts Center at
Winona State University, and the
annual children's show is at the
College of St. Mary's.
Volunteers have the option of

1

Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp,
Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads.
*Check weekly for dining room special

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Free Delivery on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

64 1/2 W. 5th
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together she said. Fuller's advice:
Be open minded and understanding. Angela said, "Don't expect
Continued from page 8
great things or perfection.
Everybody has to give and work at
together one quarter and did
being equal."
everything they could to help each
They could sit on their porch and
other out.
drink lemonade and never run out
"Our friendship is unique. We're of things to talk about, they said.
different than other friends," Duf- "This is a great house. I love this
fy said. She said she would drop porch," Duffy said.
anything to help her friends.
Bill said, "I'm going to miss sitIt's hard for five women to live ting here."

choosing which play or plays they
would like to participate in.
"Each play runs five nights and
volunteers can do as much or as
little as they would like," Mahlke
said.
Mahlke said she started out as
a volunteer for WCT and felt it was
very gratifying. "You watch the
play grow from the first rehearsal
until opening night. It's so exciting," she said.
Volunteers are needed in all
aspects of production, from designing lights to making costumes.
Auditions for roles will be announced in local newspapers. The auditions for the first play have already
taken place.
Mahlke said that in the past
many college students have been
involved in the theater. "It's a good
chance for university students to
work with the community," she
said.

Looking for work
this summer and
next school year?
Apply in person
at Pa a John Pizza!

AT THE BOOKSTORE
CASH PAID
For All Current Edition
Books You No Longer Need
Hardcover and Paperback
May 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th

Buyers Hours
Tuesday
8 to 4 P.M.
Wednesday 8 to 4 P.M.
Thursday 8 to 4 P.M.
Friday
8 to Noon
at The Bookstore Spring Book Buy Back

` Page 10
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Sports
Wanshura breaks records Runners
By CHUCK FREDERICK

A final tally of 36 RBIs beat the old 29-RBI record.

Sports Editor

He wouldn't admit it himself, but if the records first
baseman Scott "Lumpy" Wanshura broke this
weekend are any indication, one could easily call him
an "offensive wrecking machine."
Wanshura broke five NIC individual offensive
records and three Winona State University individual
offensive records.
In the conference, Wanshura batted a sterling .590,
breaking the old mark of .574.
He collected 73 total bases on the year, bettering
the old mark of 60 by 13.

Scott Wanshura

And his 36 hits this year just beat the old record
of 34.
"I had my mind set on doing some things this
year," he said. "I wanted to bat at least .500, and
I thought I could beat the doubles record because I
only missed breaking it by one last year."
He also broke Winona State team records for
doubles, RBIs and home runs.
He had 20 doubles, which beats 17; 66 RBIs,
beating 54; and 14 homers, beating the old record
of 9.

Women lose, out of tourney
Hope for NAIA national tourney berth die in Moorhead
By GLEN GAUERKE
'Staff Writer

A pair of unfortunate losses
prevented the Winona State
University softball team from advancing in the NAIA 13 playoffs,
thus ending the Warriors' season.
Friday the Warriors lost to
Concordia-St. Paul, 6-4 and then
dropped the losers bracket game
to Southwest State, 2-0 in
Moorehead, Minn.
Had the Warriors won the dou•-

/

ble elimination tourney, they would
have advanced to the nationals—
a feat they set as a pre-season
goal, and one that has eluded them
for four straight seasons under
Head Coach Mark Paterson.
Senior shortstop Deb Steward
summed up the upperclassmen attitude. "We're all disappointed, we
had set our goals to higher sights,"
she said.
"We were really up before the
game and we didn't think about

losing.
"Now it's time for all of us to
move on," Steward said.
The Warriors first game was
sloppy.
Concordia capitilized in the third
inning, scoring four runs on three
walks and an error to make the
score 5-1.
The Warriors seventh inning provided a three-run rally, but it came
up one run short with a runner on
third base stranded.
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Schwartz honored
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Game two against Southwest, a
team they beat twice in the regular
season, produced no runs for the
Warrior bats.
"We just didn't hit," said centerfielder Pat Neder. "We must have
used up all our hits against
Moorehead and Bemidji."
The Warriors had only two hits in
game two compared to last weeks'
17 against Moorhead State.
The Warriors ended their season
with a 25-13 record.
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"Never let yourself think you can't beat someone just because they may be rated a little
higher than you."
-Schwartz

/

By TRACY STROTHER
Asst. Sports Editor

Kris Schwartz

Warriors second in districts
By TRACY STROTHER
Asst. Sports Editor

Although the Winona State University
women's tennis team did not have any
champions in the NAIA District 13 competition, it still finished it's season by placing
second at the tournament this weekend.
Southwest State University won the meet
with a score of 45 points followed by
Winona State with 26. Moorhead placed
third with a total of 24. The University of
Minnesota-Morris and Bemidji State finished with scores of 16 and 2 respectively.
Kris Schwartz led the Warrior's effort.
After winning her first two matches, she lost
to Michelle Olson of Southwest State 6-2,

7-5 in the semi-finals.
Schwartz later teamed up with Marni
Rumppe in doubles competition. They were
defeated 6-1, 6-3 in the semi-finals by
Southwest State's duo of Olson and
Carolena Gomez.
Schwartz felt the competition was tough
but was pleased with the outcome. "The
three other players were real good,"
Schwartz said. "I was a little surprised at
how Marni and I did. We play so defensively."
Molly • Loftus and the combination of
Loftus-Laurie Thornton finished the meet in
the consolation semi-finals also.

Kris Schwartz, the number one singles player for
the Winona State University women's tennis team,
was just named to the All NAIA District 13 team.
Schwartz, a senior co-captain for the Warriors,
was named to the district team after her performance in the district tournament held this weekend.
Tennis was introduced to her at an early age by
her parents. "My parents enjoyed playing and I just
picked it up from them,"said Schwartz who picked
up her first racquet at about the age of 10.
She competed in junior high and high school tournaments, and has continued through college.
Schwartz said she remembered playing with many
friends, but feels she has enjoyed college competition the most. "Out of all the people I've met, some
of my best friends are tennis players," Schwartz
said.
Even though Schwartz is a co-captain and was
named as the most valuable player for the Warriors
last year, she considers herself an underdog. "You
have to work hard, have a good attitude and think
positive," she said. "Never let yourself think you
can't beat someone just because they may be rated
a little higher than you."
Schwartz plans to continue playing tennis after
she graduates this month. "It's a great way to exercise," she said.
She believes strong returning players and some
good recruits will contribute to a better Winona State
women's team next season.

relaxed

Men second,
women third
By TRACY STROTHER
Asst. Sports Editor

According to the Winona State
University men's and women's
track coaches, the Warriors were
relaxed during their final meets
before entering next weekend's
conference competition.
The men took second at the
Macalester Twilight Invitational and
the women finished third at the
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
"There was no pressure of a big
meet," said women's Head Coach
Marge Moravec. "It was a very
relaxed meet."
Coach Bill Stewy didn't believe
the men were concentrating. "We
need to get our minds in tune," he
said.
The women were led by Rachel
Hamilton. She captured one first
and two second place finishes in
field event competition.
Hamilton won the javelin with a
throw of 112 feet 8 inches. She also
took second in the shot put with a
heave of 40 feet 7 inches and again
in the discus with a distance of 124
feet 5 1/2 inches.
Moravec is pleased with
Hamilton's performances
throughout the year. "(Hamilton)
has been consistant all year,"
Moravec said.
Sheila Olson and Lisa Robinson
also added a pair of first place
finishes.
Olson won the 1,500 meter run
with a time of 5:13.6 and Robinson
finished in 20:24.6 to capture the
5,000.
Cara Hunger finished fourth in
the 5,000 in 24:23.3
Sue Putman gathered the only
other second place finish on the
day for the Warriors in the 100
meter hurdles. She finished in a
time of 17.2 seconds.
The 4x100 and 4x400 relay
teams finished third and fourth
respectively.
The 400 meter relay team of
Shelly Borka, Shelly Lee, Olson
and Putman finished the race in
54.5 while the mile relay team of
Nancy Schneider, Kelly Waldvogel,
Putman and Olson tallied a 4:41.8.
The men gathered five top placings to finish their day.
Brian Reed captured two titles in
the 1,500 and 3,000. He clocked a
4:07.1 in the 1,500 and a 9:02.0 in
the 3,000. Close behind Reed in
the 3,000 was teammate Joel
Dudgeon finishing in 9:03.2.
Pole vaulter Jeff Brown took first
in his event clearing the bar at 13
feet.
See Track, page 11

Gridders top off spring practice with scrimmage
By GLEN GAUERKE
Staff Writer

Maxwell Field saw its first bit of action since last fall this
past Saturday when the Winona State University football
team held its spring scrimmage, ending its spring training
workouts
Returning players on this years' squad plus transfers were
divided into the colors purple and white and picked by the
assistant coaches.
When the dust had cleared Purple won 9-0.

The scrimmage gave the players a chance to show what
they've learned over the spring.
"I am very pleased with the way it (the scrimmage) went,
and the spring as a whole," said Head Coach Dave Bassore.
Senior linebacker Andy Siegal said, "There was a lot of
hard hitting out there. The game showed that we're better
this year than in the past."
Bassore said many players performed well over the
spring.
"Hopefully the kids will work hard this summer, and we'll

be ready to jump into the season," he said.
The scrimmage was like a reward for the work the team
put out over the spring Bassore said.
Last spring, when Bassore took over, there wasn't time
for a scrimmage.
The team also didn't have a junior varsity squad last
season, but will have one this fall.
Five games are already scheduled for the season.
See Football, page 11
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Track

The 19th Hole

Continued from page 10

By Chuck Frederick
My final column of the year, as you can see, has been cut just a
wee bit short. In my little space, I just want to thank everyone for
the fantastic year I've had. To everyone here at the paper, especially
Jackie-for keeping me awake; Sarah and Jake-for complimenting my gray space; and Julie-for doing whatever it was that she
did for me. I'd also like to thank the guys at "The Happy House"
for keeping me sane through it all. Good luck to my successor
Glen Gauerke. I know he'll do a great job.

"See 'ya"
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Thanks for your support
This Year!
Congratulations to the
8 Graduates

THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC IN TOWN
In The Smaug
Thursday Night 9:00 - Midnight
Friday Night 9:00 - Midnight

Steve Farrell also placed well as
he took first in the 400 meter dash
in 50.7 and second in the 200
meter dash clocking a 22.6.
The 4x400 team combined for a
3.33.9 to take first in the relay.

Football

by running back Troy Haines and
wide reciever Mark Solie.
Haines, a junior and last
seasons' leading rusher, gained 98
Continued from page 10
yards on 24 carries and a
The Purple was led by last touchdown.
seasons' starting quarterback
Solie, a freshman, caught two
Jason Mitchell (7-19 for 87 yards). passes for 39 yards.
Bassore said Mitchell is his number
The White team got a good perone quarterback right now.
formance from junior wide reciever
Other notable performances
Dan Schumacher. He caught three
turned in by the Purple squad were passes for 55 yards.

Come in and get the
backrub of a lifetime!
All toning packages
1/2 price!
Also...
All tanning packages are
10 %off!
thru May 31

TIT
•

GIOVANNI S
TIZZA

tiA)
100% REAL
CHEESE

Richard Ellinghysen added
another second place finish with
his toss of 143 feet 18 inches in the
discus.
Mike Kropp and Blake Gottschalk placed in the 400 meter high
hurdles. Kropp took third in 59.7
and Gottschalk finished fifth at
60.1.
Gottschalk also finished fourth in
the 110 meter hurdles with a time

European

TanSpa.
S.A.P.E. CERTIFIED
SALON
Call for an appt. 454-3042

Open Daily
Arl-F 4:00-1:30
Sat 12:00-1:30
Sun. 12:00-12:00

685 West 5th • Winona, MN

PIZZA

10"

3 75
Onion
3 75
Italian Sausage
3 75
Bavarian Sausage
3 75
Pepperoni
3 75
Beef
3 75
Bacon
3 75
Ham
3 75
Sauerkraut
3 95
Green Pepper
3 95
Olives
3 95
Pineapple
3 95
Black Olives
3 95
Canadian Bacon
4 20
Mushroom
4 20
Shrimp
4 50
Anchovy
4 50
Additional ingredients.... 56
55
Thick Crust
Cheese

14"

UNBAKED PIZZA

12"

4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.90
4.90
4.90
4.90
4.90
6.10
5.10
5.70
5.70
.65
.65

5.70
5.70
6.70
5.70
6.70
5.70
5.70
5.70
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
6.15
8.15
6.90
5.80
.75
.75

Cheese
Onion
Italian Sausage
Bavarian Sausage
Pepperoni
Beef
Bacon
Ham
Sauerkraut
Green Popper
Olives
Pineapple
Black Olives
Canadian Bacon
Mushroom
Shrimp
Anchovy
Additional ingredients
Deep Dish

2 50
2 76
2 85
2 95
2 95
2 95
2 95
2 95
2 95
2 95
2 95
2 05
2 96
3 25
3 25
4 25
4 25
45
1 00

5.70
8.00
8.00
7.00
7.50

6.90
7.25
7.25
8.25
8.75

12"

BEVERAGES

SPECIALS
Hawaiian .
Vegetarian
Vini's-Any 3
Mario's-Any 5
The Giovanni'

4
4
4
5
6

50
75
75
75
25

'Contains Extra/Extra Cneese, Sausage, Pepperoni,
MusnrO.rn, Green Peppers and Onions. No Substitution
Plese/-it ** *************

Milk
50
Pop
Litres
95
**************************

454-3600

3 item Large Pizza
For only $5.95!

Ift144.r IDAY,Y*E*'3,,Y,

*******************.******.

*

.
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Fifth place finishes were added
by Bruce Tjelta and Shaun Kulig.
Tjelta clocked a 53.9 in the 400
meter dash and a 23.9 in the 200.
Kulig scored his points by going
5.95 meters in the long jump and
12.4 meters in the triple jump.
Both teams will be traveling to
Moorhead for conference competition Friday and Saturday.

The Warriors will start out the
1988 season by playing a tough
first four games.
The games are against the
Universities of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire and La Crosse, Grand Valley
State University and the University of Minnesota-Duluth.
The Warriors were 3-8 last
season.

To the

SORORITY
You've been like
sisters to me, through
the fights and all!
Thanks!
S
Thinking of taking some time
off from school? Wu need
Mother's Helpers. House
hold duties and childcare.
Live in exciting New York
City suburbs. Room, board,
and salary Included. 203-6224959 or 915-273-1626

Help Wanted
Part time position must
be honest, dependable
and with good driving
record. Must be able to
lift half barrels (1651b).
Come to Warehouse
Liquors
176 East 3rd Winona
Women's Resource Center
of Winona
HELP WANTED
Help educate the community
about the issues related to
sexual assault and battering
by volunteering time as a
Public Speaker

Free Speaker's Training
Saturday May 14, 1988
Call 452-4440 for more
information.

Live in Responsible
mother's helper. Nonsmoker. Year round
position. 3 children in
exclusive Chicago
Suburb or Lake Michigan. IDEAL for college
student on leave. Until
May 16. Call 452-4797
After May 16th.
Call 312-446-4844
The trials may be over
and the end is here
but we have just begun
so pass me another beer.
LOVE and sloppy kisses Ishmael
P.S. Ron Gafiberfarb helped'''?l

WINONAN
Read it,
Don't burn it!

•
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AT THE BOOKSTORE
GOING HOME -THANK YOU
Spring Specials
Sale Dates May 2nd Thru May 28th
Clothin
20 '/.off
La m p s
25 7.off
Records, Tapes
20 '/.off
Towels..
20 7. off
Calculators ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 7. off
W atches 8 Clocks
207. off
Billfold s
20 7. off
Radios •••••••••..•••••••••...••••••••••••••••••••• 20'7. off
Book Bags ..•• • • 0 0 40
30 % o fd
Tape Recorders....••••..
20 ^/. off
Pillow Pets & Puppets.. •
10'/. off
■
All Poster S
50 7. off
College Mugs•••
10 7. off
• • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 • • • 0 • 10 70off
Pop
Health & Beauty Aids••••••••••••••••••• 20 7'. off
Kodak• Fil M
• 10 7- off
•••••••••••••• 20 ,•off
Batteries
...............20 o ff
D ress Sweaters
40 0 0 10 40 4b 40 0 0 41 40 40 10 41 41 41 4, 10 41 .40 10 40 lb 40 41 41 11 111 40 41 40 41 11 10 0 41 0 41 41 41

40 41 41 0 41 ,:ii 40 41 41 11 0 4, 0 0 CP 0 0 40 11 0 11 0 40 41 41 ft 0 0 40 10 11 40 41 41 0 11 41 4/ 41 0 41 41 11 0

• 4141041•••41 40

40 ep 40 0 0 40 40 0 41 41 41 10 41 41 41 40 11 41 41 0

0 40 40 41 41 40 40 40 f0 4/ 41 41 0 40 41 11 41 41 40 41 41 0 11 10 41 41 40 0 41 41 10 40 41 41 0 41 41 41 41 11 41 0

0 40 0 41 40 41 11 40 41 0 41 40 10 41 41 11 11 41 11 41 11 40 0 40 10

40 0 ft 41 IP 0 4P 0 0 41 0 0 CP 0 10 0 40 41 0 41 40 41 ID 41 41 10 10 0 0 40 41 41 41 0 0 .0 41 40 10 10 40

0

11 40 41 40 41 IP 41 41 10 41 41 41 0 0 41 40 40 41 41 41 4/ 10 10 11 41 11 40

0 41 41 41 0.0 41 41 41 11 11 11 41 41 40 11 41 41 41

41 0 41 41 40 11 41 41 41

e•••e•••••••

•••••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• •

41 40 10 11 41 0 41 41 41 41 0 0 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 0 41 11 0 41 41 11 0 40

41 41 41 41 11 41 41 10 40 11 0 11 40 41 41 0 41 41 41 41.41 11 41 41 41 41 41 41 40

11 0 40 0 41 40 40 40 0 41 41 40 40 40 41 41 41 41 41 41 0 11 0 0 41 11 11 41 41 41 0 11 0 11 0

41 0 0 41 40 40 41 41 41 41 4140 41 41 40 41 41 40 41 41.40 41 0 41 0

0 0 41 11 11 41 10 41 11 40 40 41 10 0 40 41

SEE SPECIAL CLOTHING DISPLAY FOR
1/2 price merchandise!!!

